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About Us

Crane-Bel group promoted by Er. Ashok Kumar Gupta, has become a heritage of Innovation in Hydraulics and Broaching Technology.
A man of ideas, substance and vision, Er. Sarvesh Gupta son of promoter of the company, has carried the company to its present position at the forefront of indigenously developed high technology hydraulic motor, machine tools, equipments and systems.
High ethical standards, complete reliability, indigenously developed high performance machines, more than two decades of professional experience, closeness to our customers, insight into customers needs and their importance to us, full dedication to Engineering & developing new machines & systems to meet customers need for cost effectiveness & profitably with energy conservation are our key elements of leadership over the 21st century.
Today with the inset of globalization to stay technological leader in the high competitive environment, our vision is to produce hydraulic motor, machines, systems & equipments at low cost that can compete with the best in the world.
Crane-Bel's unique products capability is supported by its associate companies which are structured to provide local customer service, compassing distribution, after sales services and comprehensive technical support on an international basis.

Crane-Bel Family
At Crane-Bel, we are determined to continue growing & Expanding the horizon of Technology to represent our vision for the...

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/industrial-consultan/aboutus.html
OTHER SERVICES

- Broaching Machines
- Hydraulic Presses
- Hydraulic Cylinders
- Hydraulic Seals, Controls & Accessories
### Factsheet

| Nature of Business | Service Provider |
CONTACT US

Industrial Consultants & Project Engineers
Contact Person: Ashok Kumar Gupta
A- 57, Sector-15
Noida - 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India

https://www.indiamart.com/industrial-consultan/